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Abstract
This paper presents a new approach to assessing
Requirements Stability as a contribution to the building of
more stable long lifetime systems. A goal-based model is
used to analyze the requirements in a number of possible
future worlds described by scenarios of the possible
future environment of the system. The result is an
assessment of possible instability of the requirements and
the assumptions, which can be presented to system
developers to inform alternative requirements definition
and architectural choices supporting 'targeted design for
change'. A process for carrying out the analysis is
described and practical tool support outlined. Results
from an industrial scale, live case study validating the
approach, process and tool support is reported, and
possible developments of the concept, process and tool
are discussed.

1. Introduction
UK National Air Traffic Services is responsible for
providing safe and efficient air traffic management to
aircraft flying in UK airspace, and over the Atlantic
Ocean. A significant proportion of NATS value is tied up
in its infrastructure, which is costly to develop and certify.
As a result systems tend to have long lifetimes, and the
cost of making changes to those systems is significant.
Many of these changes are generated by evolution of the
operational, regulatory or technical environment, leading
to changed, or new, requirements placed on the system.
Therefore motivation for this work falls strongly in the
category of Adaptive Change [1] - i.e. change which
stems from uncertainty about the future environment in
which a system might operate - and the effect this has on
the requirements and assumptions [2,3]. Dealing with
change as one of the major research challenges facing the
requirements engineering community [4].
Identifying
and documenting possible future changes is important in
order to be able manage the future changes [5] and to
make and evaluate architectural choices [6]. This paper
presents a new approach to the identification of possible
future instability in requirements. A goal-based model is
used to describe the requirements in a number of possible
future worlds described by scenarios of the possible future
environment, and descriptions of possibly instabilities in
those worlds can be generated. The approach is distinctive
because:
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It is proactive, and takes place within the
requirements development activity, rather than
reflect its results.
• It provides a 'creative' approach to discovering the
possible risks of requirements change.
• It provides an output that developers can use to
implement targeted 'design for change'.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes the existing approaches to dealing with change
in requirements. Section 3 presents a 'World-Machine'
view of the change environment for a system, and outline
an approach based in this view. Section 4 introduces
environmental scenarios and goal based requirements as
vehicles for carrying out assessments of requirement
stability. Section 5 describes a process for identifying,
recording and presenting requirement instability
assessments, and the tools available to support it. Section
6 presents examples from a case study evaluation of the
process and tool. Section 7 discusses the results and
identifies future work required.

2. Existing Approaches
In managing change to systems that may emerge in the
future considerable emphasis is placed on the system
architecture as the key artefact involved [7]. The most
established route to handle it is a universal 'design for
change' philosophy, where the whole of the
architecture/design is conceived and developed such that
evolution is possible [8].
From the requirements engineering viewpoint metrics
(e.g. [9]), are often used in assessing requirements
stability. Unfortunately, this approach is based in the
requirements specification and so stems from a historical
perspective. They seem to address the question: How
much have the requirements changed as we have
documented them (possibly over sequential releases);
rather than how much might the requirements change over
the next 10-20 years?
However, it is one thing to accept change as inevitable
(which it is), it is another to concentrate exclusively on
managing and measuring change when it has occurred.
The more proactive approach, described in this paper,
involves a greater engagement with what the possible
future changes might be in a systems lifetime, and so
provide an insight that could allow those possibilities to
be specifically designed for.

This is a distinct emphasis from both historical work in
requirements stability, and from software architecture
approaches; a change which will include a-priori
engagement with the likely stability of the requirements
and the assumptions.
Risk Management engages with a similar problem in
identifying risks up front. However, while for example,
the SEI Risk Taxonomy [10] does recognize requirements
stability as a risk area, there is a fundamental assumption
that these risks are already known - just not well
communicated. Hence, its elicitation techniques are
unsuitable for identifying long-term changes in the
environment or the requirements - where often the
possibility of change is not currently know them. More
fundamentally, experience in the strategic management
domain [11] suggests that identifying and reporting these
risks is itself insufficient, and that achieving early action
in response to them requires a much more interactive
engagement with them and their consequences.

3. A World-Machine View of Evolution
To model the relationship between the system we
propose to build, and the environment in which it will sit
we have applied Jackson's [12] concept of 'The World and
the Machine' to make clear the importance of the
environment within which the solution system will
eventually sit. In Jackson's formulation the requirements
(R) for the system, and the domain knowledge (D) or
assumptions about the environment that surround it are
'world' artifacts.
But what is this 'world' or environment? Classically in
systems development we might understand it as the world
NOW when we analyze a current system, and then extend
this to an EXPECTED world for which we develop a set
of requirements and assumptions. However, there is
considerable uncertainty in the future environment for the
machine. We therefore extend Jackson's concept to allow
for this uncertainty by conceiving possible future worlds
in which our machine might operate.
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Figure 1 - Alternative Future Worlds
Each of these can have its own requirements (Rn) and
domain knowledge (Dn), and it may share some of these
with other possible future worlds. As we cannot predict

which of these worlds might eventually come about, then
to minimize the impact of change in the systems lifetime
we need to build a system with the best chance of being
stable in all of them (or as many as possible). However
two other considerations face developers: they must
design for the expected world - even if some of it's
requirements and assumptions are not present in the
possible future worlds; and secondly they must develop
cost-effective solutions - and this is hard enough when
developing for just one expected world.
Therefore in order to provide a feasible approach we
follow a process that is based in the current practice - of
starting with the requirements for a system for the
expected world. We then move on to analyzing those
requirements in the possible future worlds ('A'). Elements
of stability and volatility in requirements and domain
knowledge can then be identified, and the developer is
then in a position to decide what, if anything, they wish to
do about the specification for the machine in order to
address that change risk ('B').
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Figure 2 - Analysis and Response
4. Environmental Scenarios and Goal Models
In [13] we introduced the use of environmental
scenarios from the strategic management domain to
describe possible future worlds with a view to assessing
requirements stability of requirements represented in a
goal based model.
This paper presents the follow on of that study,
defining a process for evaluating stability, tool support to
assist the developer; and provides illustrations of the
output of the process as artifacts for developers to review
their requirements or architectures to address the
instabilities identified.
We selected scenarios because of the close match
between their use in business, and the extended
'World/Machine' view of alternative worlds described in
Section 2. Secondly they were attractive because of the
established strengths they have in anticipating and
understanding risks and identifying new scope and
opportunities [14]. They effectively represent a global
‘WHAT-IF’ environmental analysis.

We selected a goal model as our representation
mechanism because they are well established as a
mechanism for dealing with change, both requirements
change [15,15a, 15b] and safety case argumentation [16],
and for the established work in identifying classifications
of change types in goal structures [17]
There are many different types of goal based
representations, [18,19,20,21] In order to keep our
approach as open as possible to different goal modeling
approaches we have limited the hard requirements and
constraints placed on the content and structure of the goal
graph. These are the essential characteristics for use in
this approach:
• A parent goal is satisfied when its child goals are
adequately satisfied.
• Goals should include clear information expressing why
their refinements are adequate - (we have called this
'refinement argument'.) It will also provide an indication
of the level of confidence we have in the refinement
being adequate.
• Goals should contain a notion of the measurable extent
to which they must be performed. (So to 'Achieve
Safety' is not enough - the level of 'Safety' will need to
be defined). This aspect is important because it is often
in the detail of the 'level' of performance required in a
goal that instabilities occur.
• The goal graph should explicitly include assumptions as
a form of goal (often these can be 'allocated' to the
environment) linked as necessary to ensure adequate
refinement.

5. The Stability Assessment Process
5.1 General
This section defines an assessment process to be
followed in establishing the stability of the set of goals
modeling the system requirements. There are three distinct
and sequential stages of the process: the Preparation; the
Assessment; and the Resolution. The preparation stage
involves the development of the environmental scenarios
and the baseline goals for the system. In the Assessment
phase the stability of the goals are judged and recorded. In
the Resolution stage the results of the stability assessments
are used to make decisions about changes to the
requirements, and/or to the architecture of the solution.
There is an important distinction to be drawn between
Assessment and Resolution. Assessment activities are
based in the existing goal details, and the activity makes
assessments of those goals, it does not change them, or
add further goals. It is the Resolution stage that makes
changes to the actual goals.
The emphasis of this work is in assessing the stability
of the goals, and so the process description is most
detailed in that area. In the case study examination, some
detail will be provided about the results of the Preparation
stage, and pointers will be provided to the possible

content of the Resolution stage, although these are not
core aspects of this work.

Figure 3 - Stability Assessment Process
5.2 Preparation
The preparation stage contains the activities necessary
to develop the pre-requisites for the detailed goal based
assessment. These pre-requisites are shown on the left
hand side of Figure 3. The pre-requisites are: a set of
requirements and assumptions structured in a goal
directed form; and a number of possible future worlds
described in scenarios related to the context of the system
being developed. While the development of goal-based
models of requirements may be familiar to readers [16,
18,19] the development of scenarios of possible future
worlds may not be. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
address this, but established texts in this area provide
considerable guidance in this activity. [ 21a,21b ]
5.3 Assessment
Given the two pre-requisites: a goal graph and a set of
scenarios, the detailed Assessment stage can begin. There
are three activities involved in the Assessment stage, these
are: an Initial Stability Assessment, where a goal-by-goal
assessment of stability is made in each environmental
scenario; an Analysis activity, where the results of the
stability assessment can be reviewed – so allowing
decision on resolution action; and a Propagation activity,
which overcomes the ‘localization’ inherent in the initial
piecemeal assessment. The preferred route through these
activities is:
Initial Stability Assessment ĺ Analyze Instabilities
ĺ Instability Propagation ĺ Analyze Instabilities
Where the first of the analysis stages can be used to
make a decision about whether it is necessary or
worthwhile to carry out the propagation activity. The
following sub-sections describe the process following this
recommended path.

5.3.1 Initial Stability Assessment
The initial assessment is a piecemeal passthrough of
each item in the goal graph, against each of the scenario
descriptions in turn. This involves reading into the
scenario description, and then imagining the system in the
context of the 'alternative' world that the scenario
describes. Then for each goal, an assessment can be made
of the stability, both in a numerical score, and in a textual
description.
The classification of possible change types in a goal
based requirements structure was introduced in [17].
Although there the context was for supporting the
derivation of rationale for version changes of the
requirements, we have found the classification a useful
basis for extension into a classification of goal
instabilities. Such a classification is useful because:
• It assists users of the process to think about the
categories of instability that may occur.
• It provides a standard terminology which assist in the
collection of data and metrics.
• It serves as the basis for providing propagation
heuristics (discussed later).
• It may provide a mechanism for establishing
‘Resolution Heuristics’.
Our extended set of goal and assumption instability
types are listed in Table 1.
• Goal Addition
• Goal Removal
• Change Goal
Functionality
• Change Goal Level
• Add Goal Refinement

• Remove Refinement
• Assumption Addition
• Change Assumption
Level
• Assumption Removal
• Change Allocation

Table 1 - Goal Change Types
At the completion of this activity the goals in the goal
graph will each be annotated with instability measures and
remarks – for each of the environmental scenarios
considered. This initial assessment can then be analyzed.
5.3.2 Analyze Instabilities
The analysis of the initially assessment can be used to
identify the Goals most likely to be unstable - either
overall across all scenarios, or within in each scenario. At
this stage the result of the analysis might be either:
• A decision to use the initial assessment as the basis
for deciding on resolution action, or
• A decision to carry out a propagation of the identified
instabilities, in order to address the ‘localization’
limitation of the piecemeal assessment.
The description of this Propagation activity, and the
rationale for it is addressed next.
5.3.3 Propagate Instabilities
While this first pass assessment is useful, and can
provide a basis for identifying resolution actions, it suffers
from one particular limitation, and that is that it ignores
the non-locality of instability in the goals. The most trivial

example of such a non-locality would be ‘Goal Removal –
where if we assessed a particular goal to be unstable in
that way – then all of the leaf goals* should really be
unstable in the same way. This process therefore includes
a stage based on the strategy used in goal based safety
Cases [16] - a second pass stage, where goal instabilities
can be propagated up, down and across the goal graph, to
provide a more thorough and considered assessment of
possible instability.
In order to provide guidance to those assessing goal
instability, we have identified a series of propagation
heuristics to assist in the consideration of possible
propagation actions. Each heuristic is based on a
particular type of goal instability (introduced in Table 1),
and includes guide questions and considerations for
propagating up, down or across the goal graph. An
example of one of these heuristics is shown in Table 2
below.

Propagation Heuristic for: Goal Addition
Trace Up: Identify any parent goal, which is itself inadequately
broad in scope to include the need to have this Goal as a
refinement. That Goal is a candidate for instability, and has the
instability type Change Goal Functionality or Change Goal
Level.
Trace Down: Identify any child goal that is itself inadequately
broad in scope to include the need to have this Goal as a parent.
That Goal is a candidate for instability type Change Goal
Functionality or Change Goal Level.

Table 2 - Sample Propagation Heuristics
Once the propagation is complete, a revised set of
values and comments about possible instability in each
environmental scenario is available, allowing a second
pass of the analysis activity.
5.3.4 Analyze Instabilities (2nd Pass)
With the revised set of assessments the assessors once
again can review the assessments. These potential
instabilities identified can then inform decisions about
whether or not to resolve the issues identified – possibly
by changing the requirements, or by making architectural
design decisions.

6. Tool Support to the Process
In order to confirm the feasibility of the concept and
process, and to provide a degree of automation and
support to the case study, a supporting toolset was
developed to guide users through the process and to
record and present the results of the analysis. In order to
minimize the cost and effort, and to maximize the possible
take-up of the tool support, the development strategy was
based on using existing desktop tools, adapted and
integrated as needed.

*

More strictly ‘all of the leaf goals that do not have
another parent’.

The tool had to meet two distinct needs, firstly the
presentation of the goals in a graph structure, and
secondly the recording and processing of the analysis data
as it is entered. For the graphical element Microsoft
Visio© has provided a widely available tool to support
goal graph development and presentation. For the data
storage and manipulation, a database is the most
appropriate mechanism. Given he relatively simple
requirements we selected Microsoft Access©. As these
represent widely available 'standard' tools, and can be
easily integrated with Visual Basic©, they met the needs
admirably. Related work we have been involved with has
identified that the integration of Visio with ODBC
database is relatively straightforward, and recently we
have been developing and applying a Visio to DOORS
link, which would provide for more rigorous requirements
for data storage, management and tracability.

top, a full description of the text of the scenario.
Alternative page selectors on the tab strip allow the use to
view the key drivers of the scenario in list form or a
bulleted list of change drivers for requirements in general.

7. Instability Assessment: A Case Study
7.1 Case Study System
In order to validate the concept, process and tool
support we conducted a case study evaluation of the
stability of the requirements for a real-life NATS problem
- the Minimum Safe Altitude Warning (MSAW) system.
The MSAW system is intended to reduce the number of
occurrences of Controlled Flight into Terrain (CFIT)
through a ground based early warning to aircraft flying
below the mandated minimum safe altitude. This
particular system was selected because we had adopted a
goal based approach to the development of the
requirements for the system as part of an earlier evaluation
of goal based requirements engineering [23] and so not
only was the goal graph already available, but we were
also familiar with the requirements, and confident in its
completeness and accuracy.
7.2 Case Study Scenarios
Full details of the scenarios and the techniques used in
their derivation are reported in [24]. These scenarios
were developed by a small team of MBA students, with
significant pre-course experience in air transport and
business. Each scenario provides a narrative description
of a possible future world, and an example of one of the
scenarios is visible in Figure 5. The four scenarios
described worlds we have characterised as: Affluent
Nationalism; Consumerism; Controlled Development and
Survival of the Fittest. Figure 4 shows the highlights of
these scenarios.
7.3 Case Study Examples
In this section examples are presented, based on the
results developed during the case study. The sub-sections
are arranged based on the assessment activities, Initial
Assessment, Analysis and Propagation.
7.3.1 Initial Stability Assessment
An example screenshot of the tool used for stability
assessment is shown in Figure 5. The figure shows, at the

Figure 4 Scenario Summaries
A diagram of the local extract of the goal graph is
presented and the user can make an assessment of the
instability in the box in the bottom left, by providing a
checkbox assessment, a description of the instability effect
and a classification of the type of the instability. For the
case study a 4-point scale was selected, with the responses
converted to a linear 0-3 scale. An example of the kind of
instability recorded at this stage is shown in Table 3, this
represents a single assessment of a goal against a scenario.

Goal

Scenario

1

4

Title
Achieve: Controller Alerted to proximity

Description
The controller is alerted to the proximity of an aircraft to
the ground. This is currently possible by identifying that
an aircraft has hit the ground and/or by predicting that it
will hit, and then informing the controller.

Assessment
2

Instability Category
Goal Functionality Changes

Remarks
Likely that this would be removed altogether and replaced
with direct alerting.

Table 3 - Example Assessment

Figure 5 - Initial Stability Assessment
7.3.2 Initial Instability Analysis
Once assessments were complete for all goals in each
of the four scenarios the initial assessment was complete.
Figure 6 is an overview of the goal graph, and while the
detail is now readable, it does show the results of the
instability scores reflected back into the goals in colour.
The goal graph is colour coded using the instability
ratings given. Lighter colours represent little or no
stability, while the darker colours are the more unstable
goals/assumptions. The coding scheme selected in the
case study ensured that the severity of the instability was a
function both of the total instability scores across all
scenarios, and of the number of different scenarios in
which a particular goal/assumption turned out to be
unstable graph. A particular strength of this display is that
it allows a rapid targeting of the most unstable goals and
assumptions, allowing users to target follow up activities
on the more critical areas. The main weakness is that it
does not provide any detail on the nature of the instability
and how it varies across scenarios. Indeed, as some
instability may actually be welcome a different view is
needed to carry out a detailed analysis of the instabilities.
The tool provided such an alternative view, allowing
the drilling into the detail of the instability in a way that
supported the making of decisions about what might be

done about the identified instability. The goal detail view
for one of the goals in the case study is shown in Figure 8.
This shows the assessments for each of the four scenarios
on one page, and allows the user to make the necessary
decisions about resolving the instability.
Such a
resolution might involve changing goals; making
architectural decisions about the solution, which might
mitigate the risks; or, indeed, doing nothing.
The process description highlighted the potential
limitation of the single pass assessment, that it ignored the
cascading effects of change around the goal graph. The
goal detail display shown in Figure 7 allows the user to
begin to address this by propagating instabilities around
the goal graph, because against each scenario is a
connection to the propagation tool.
7.3.3
Instability Propagation
Instability propagation required a source Goals and at
least one target goal.
The propagation heuristics
described in Section 6 are used to identify which are the
candidate target goals. Figure 8 shows the tool display for
one of the case study source goals that has been selected
for instability propagation. The display presents the
source goal information and the recorded instability types
for it. Based on these the lower box contains the specific
propagation heuristics for the given instability type.

Using the heuristics as a guide the goal graph was
scanned, and a suitable target goal to which the instability
could be propagated was identified. The target goal was
then edited to provide revised, propagated, assessment.
Once the goals were propagated in this way, an alternative
'propagated' version of the goal graph was generated. The
Analysis process was then able to be can then be repeated
for the (potentially new) unstable goals to make the
appropriate decisions about resolution actions.
7.4 Using Instability Results
The process and tool discussed here specifically
excludes the mechanism by which the instability results
will be used by analysts or designers to change the
requirements or to make architectural decisions. This is an
approach and process to assess and present
stability/instability measures for requirements. Our vision
is that the developers, having worked through this process
will be able to use the displays already presented to make
their resolution decisions. The following examples from
the case study illustrate the way in which this approach
has provided new information, which can be used to drive
further requirements or design activities.
7.4.1 Goal Addition Example
The subject goal is “Avoid: Controlled Flight into
Terrain”. During Initial Assessment, against the scenario
it was identified that this top level goal was potentially
unstable because that scenario suggested that MSAW
alerting might become a 'subscription service'. This
suggested that there might be an additional goal to bill the
aircraft for the use of the service.
During Instability Propagation, it became clear that
the impact of such an instability also spread to the goal:
Achieve: Controller Notifies Pilot, as pilots of airlines
who had not subscribed to the service would not need to
be informed. In fact, after consideration, it was decided
that this propagated instability was probably best assigned
to the child goal: Achieve: Controller Informed of
Proximity, as there was no point warning a controller if
no action was going to be taken.
During Instability Analysis, the two potential
instabilities (the possible new Goal, and the possible
change to the goal to ‘inform the controller’), prompts
thought on a number of possible resolutions actions.
Firstly, the new goal could be added (although it seems
likely that it would be allocated outside of the MSAW
system, to a supporting administrative process), or the
potential new requirement could be ignored. Secondly,
the potential change in the goal associated with informing
the controller could be ignored for now or alternatively
the possibility could be engaged with, in which case the
following considerations might be made:
• How should the goals be changed to address the
possible change? (should the controller be informed
or not if a non-subscribing aircraft is in danger?)

•

Figure 6 - MSAW Goal Graph - Extract

What additional requirements are implied to meet this
possible new need (e.g. Inhibition of alerts for nonsubscribing Aircraft)?
How should the solution be addressed:
• With the 'inhibition' functionality built in and all
aircraft automatically subscribed unless and until
the possible change materializes?
• With the 'alerting' functionality 'designed for
changed' to accommodate inhibition capabilities
some time in the future if needed?
7.5 Analysis of the Case Study
Overall the case study was very successful at
providing insights to the possible instabilities that might
emerge in the longer term. A number of possible new and
changed requirements, and assumptions were identified.
These were genuinely new, as they had not been identified
in the original goal derivation exercise. Furthermore, the
use of the textual commenting of the assessors’ reasons
for marking items as unstable was useful, because when
coupled with the database trace to scenarios it provided
significant rationale for the choices made.
Notwithstanding this existing trace, we are of the
opinion that the stability assessment exercise is most
likely to be successful if carried out by those who will
need to act on its results – the requirements analysts,
system architects and designers.

Figure 7 - Instability Report for a Goal
There are a number of reasons why this is likely:
It is valuable that those with responsibility for making
decisions about resolving possible instabilities feel
that hey own the instabilities identified.
• Views on the nature of the possible future worlds will
change as time progresses. If the people working on
the system have internalized the system-to-worlds
relationships they are more likely to identify risks
associated with emerging new environments. This
effect has been called ‘Memory of the Future’ [25].
• When reviewing or resolving potential instabilities
recourse to rationale traces will be minimized as
those involved will retain memory of their
assessments.
In the case study we wanted to provide the maximum
choice about how to assess stability. The tool incorporated
three possible mechanisms: a taxonomy of change risks;
the ‘key drivers’ used to develop the scenarios; and the
scenarios themselves. It rapidly emerged that the scenario
approach was the most easy to use, and the most intuitive.
The preference was so pronounced that only the scenarios
were really used in the end.
The initial assessment process could be completed
relatively quickly, once the scenario had become
relatively well internalized in the consciousness. For large
goal graphs, the scope could be limited to higher-level
goals, which would have most effect on the system if they
changed, although this would risk losing valuable
information in the process.
The propagation activity was quite time-consuming,
and sometimes one pass of propagation was not sufficient.
For example, propagation of a particular goal might have
been completed, but would have to be re-visited if that
•

Figure 8 - Propagation Heuristics

goal were itself the target for propagation from another
goal. Usually this was not too much of a problem for
parent-child propagations, but when the effect was a peerto-peer propagation it sometimes re-opened up the whole
propagation problem for the target goal. Nonetheless,
propagation was effective in a number of ways:
• It acted as a review mechanism for assessments. In all
we removed 5 assessments at this stage, as when we
came to propagate them we were not satisfied that
they actually represented an instability.
• Inconsistencies in scoring the instabilities were
identified and were able to be rectified when carrying
out propagation.
• Fairly subtle peer-to-peer propagations were
identified only through the propagation activity.
However, it must be said that only the third of these
could be classed as a significant contribution to the quality
of the assessments overall. In the first case it is likely that
these incorrect instability assessments would very likely
have been identified at the resolution stage anyway. In the
second case the score inconsistencies were due to a
natural tendency to propagate instabilities anyway in the
initial assessment stage. In other words, a particular
instability of the type ‘Goal Removal’ was often cascaded
down the goal graph anyway on the initial assessment.
During propagation it was tempting to slip away from
pure ‘assessment’ and move into ‘resolution’. This was
particularly noticeable with the instability types ‘Goal
Addition’, ‘Assumption Addition’ and ‘Add Goal
Refinement’. Each of these – even in its name – is
suggesting a resolution to a problem – making a change to
the goal model. One option was to remove these as
instability types, but on reflection we decided that they
should stay because:
• Sometimes they had propagation effects that
suggested instability in a different goal.
• The addition of new functionality was a legitimate
reason for change, and so could not be ignored.
Having made this decision it emphasized the difficulty
of deciding which goal should have the (for example
‘Goal Addition’) instability attached to it – when the
original goal was not really unstable. We adopted an
entirely practical approach to this, and attached the
instability to the original goal that made us think about the
new goal that might be needed!
Overall the contribution made by the propagation
stage, bearing in mind the effort involved, was
questionable. The conclusion to draw therefore is that the
instability analysis stage preceding propagation need to
take a very critical view on the need for the propagation
activity to take place at all.
The original tool was limited to allowing one
instability assessment per goal per scenario. While this
generally served acceptably for initial assessment, it was

not adequate when propagating. Overall it would probably
be worthwhile removing this limitation.
As the case study represented a well-defined
description of the requirements, there was little remaining
‘alternative’ refinements to work on. Applying this
approach to less well-defined requirements, or to
emerging requirements, where significant ‘OR’ type
requirements remain, could result in some improvements
to the propagation heuristics. Intuitively, the use of this
approach could provide requirements analysts help in
making selections between alternative refinements – to
chose those representing the most stable choice overall.
As both the speed and effect of changing requirements
and assumptions varies significantly in different domains
and applications, we would be interested to carry out
further examination and validation off this approach in a
different setting. The mobile telephony domain is
appealing as it has a much quicker change cycle that the
domain studied; it is more competitive – and so changing
requirements and assumptions are a business advantage to
be seized, rather than a cost to be resisted; and there is a
strong embedded concept of product families and family
architectures. Ericsson developed business scenarios for
this domain over a 10-year horizon, although these may
now be a little dated.

8. Summary
This paper has presented a new approach to assessing
the stability of requirements for long-lifetime systems. By
comparing a goal-based model of the requirements, and
scenario descriptions of possible future worlds, an
assessment can be made of possibly instabilities in the
requirements.
• The advantages of this approach are that it
encourages imaginative engagement with possible
futures in a way that existing risk-based approaches
do not.
• It provides a predictive view of requirements stability
in a way that existing historic measures of
requirements change do not.
• It engages with but the requirements and assumptions
about the world, and how both of these might cause
change in the future.
A robust process for the assessment has been defined,
and using easily available tool support this was
successfully exercised in a significant industrial case
study. Some examples of the case study results have been
presented and an example provided of the way in which
these results would be of practical use to developers.
Although the focus of this work was in assessing
requirements stability, we believe that there is significant
scope for future work, not least in the following areas:
• Given the appeal of goal-based approaches in product
line requirements, can a scenario based approach to

•
•

assessing the potential for these requirements to
change be used to guide product development paths?
Can greater use be made of this approach as an aid to
‘creativity’ in identifying and exploring alternative
goal refinements?
Can a set of ‘resolution’ heuristics be developed to
aid developers in making decisions about resolving
identified instabilities?
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